
Newsletter September 2019 
So The Shed is settling back to a sense of being ‘normal’ again with attendances going 
back to pre  building upgrades numbers. 
We had to take down the outside retractable awnings that did not fit with Council 
Building Regs. This was unfortunate because it afforded shelter from the elements 
enabling some work at times to be done outside. The awnings are currently up for sale 
on Trademe. 
Also on Trademe are Planter Boxes which we hope will generate on-going income and 
also reduce some of our ‘odds and ends’ timber stock. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We have been seeing some really interesting projects being done lately by Sheddies. 
Brent’s Telescope, ………….’s Electric Guitar, Entertainment Unit, some lovely articles 
turned up on the lathe(s), etc etc 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Before I get into too much more - Daylight saving signals a change in our SHED 
Opening Days when we will change from a Sunday Opening to a Saturday opening. So 
Sunday 29th September will be our last Sunday and Saturday 5th October will be our 
first Saturday opening. This will continue until Daylight saving changes again in March 
2021. 
Ok right what else…...we would like to have a Working Bee on that first Saturday (Oct 
5th)….not ALL day but it can be an opportunity for members  to put a bit back into the 
SHED and catch up on some outstanding jobs, there is some painting and material 
sorting to do. 



Some concerns was expressed by the Committee just recently about the need for us to 
all be on-board around SAFETY we have been very lucky so far with only a few minor 
cuts and abrasions sustained. We will begin introducing some signage around the place 
highlighting the need to wear hearing protection, Safety eye wear and dust masks when 
needed. If you use disposable dust protection then dispose of it afterwards don’t return 
it on the peg. Some committee members may give you a gentle reminder when they are 
about…...please don’t take offence….. at the end of the day its your choice to use the 
protection  or not. 
We have talked a lot about dust ever since we began the SHED…..even buying an 
expensive filtration unit (it was never installed). So it is still very much on our agenda but 
we want to focus on catching and collecting as much as we can at source….at or on 
every machine. For the free sanding we might take a look at making sanding boxes. 
We will be increasing and improving the electrical connections around the Shed 
especially in and around the machinery Bay enclosure, also to get some more drop 
power cords down to the benches. 
A couple of weeks ago we were donated a three blade Tanner thicknesser, which 
because of having the three blades makes considerably less noise. We will probably 
return the Schepak thicknesser and bring in our own Buzzer which Brian is restoring 
(currently in Tractor Shed). Also donated was a dust collector and Tanner Drill Press 
which will likely replace the current one. Along with these there’s a considerable number 
of Hand Tools all donated from a local school that Alana works at……..thanks Alana. 
Kerry very quietly sweeps up and keeps the kitchen and toilet areas tidy – Thanks 
Kerry. 
Membership continues to grow with around 90 members currently. We get walk- ins 
pretty much every time we open, yesterday (Wednesday ) we had six, five of which 
completed application forms (but no fees yet) 
We are still clearing out the what we call the Tractor Shed, another big load of odds and 
ends went off to the tip last week. There is certainly alot more space in there now but 
still more to be sorted and taken away. Its just about usable now with various bits of 
Welding equipment including a new Plasma Cutter. 
So thats about it…...keep safe at the SHED and watch out for your fellow Sheddies and 
we’ll see you NEXT TIME. 
 
Patrick and Ken 
 
  


